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1. INTRODUCTION 
The general study of concepts of positive dependence of exchangeable 
random variables, started by Tong [24], Jensen [6], Sidak [20], and 
Dykstra, Hewett, and Thompson [3], has yielded numerous useful 
inequalities with applications in probability and statistics (see, e.g., Tong 
[25] and Shaked [18, 191). In many of these applications, however, com- 
parisons are made between positively dependent exchangeable random vec- 
tors and vectors having independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) com- 
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ponents (with the same marginals). Realizing that the vector having i.i.d. 
components represents an extreme case among the class of all such 
positively dependent random vectors, a study of partial orderings 
according to the “strength” of their positive dependence seems desirable 
and useful. On the one hand this will reveal new information concerning 
the complicated structure of their probability distributions, and on the 
other hand this will yield a chain of inequalities according to the strength 
of positive dependence. 
In this paper we introduce some partial orderings which enable us to 
compare the strength of the positive dependence of the components of the 
underlying random vectors. These partial orderings involve how much the 
components of the random vectors “hang together” in terms of the spread 
among the distributions or among the expectations of their order statistics. 
The partial orderings are introduced in Section 2. In Section 3 we present 
two models which are frequently encountered in applications and which 
yield the partial orderings. Particular examples which arise from these two 
models, such as the multivariate normal, t, chi-square, Cauchy, exponen- 
tial, binomial, Poisson, gamma and Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern random 
vectors, and a few applications in genetics and in sampling theory are given 
in Section 4. 
Rinott and Pollak [ 161 have studied a partial ordering which is related 
to the partial orderings of this paper, but their ordering applies only to 
pairs of bivariate random vectors. In this paper there is no restriction on 
the dimension of the random vectors which are ordered. The relation 
between Rinott and Pollak’s ordering and the present orderings is given in 
Section 2. We note in passing that a partial ordering of not necessarily 
exchangeable bivariate random vectors has been briefly mentioned by 
Jogdeo [7] and then thoroughly studied by Ahmed, Langberg, Leon, and 
Proschan [ 11, Tchen [23], and Kimeldorf and Sampson [lo]. 
2. PARTIAL ORDERINGS 
Let X = (X, ,..., X,,) and Y = ( Y,,..., Y,) be two exchangeable random 
vectors. (That is, the joint distributions of X and Y are invariant under 
permutations.) It follows that X, = St X, = st.. . = St X, and Y, = St 
y* = St.. . = St Y,, where = st means “equal in distribution.” We will assume 
that X, =” Y,, that is, all the X,‘s and Y;s have the same marginal dis- 
tributions. This assumption is a standardization which makes the com- 
parison of X and Y sensible. 
To motivate the first definition note that if Y is “more positively depen- 
dent than X” (or alternatively, X is “more dispersed” than Y) then we can 
expect the Y,‘s to “hang together” more than the Xis. For example, we can 
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expect quantities such as Xcn, - Xc,, or X~,,+X~,_I,-X,z,-X(,, to be 
stochastically larger than Y(,, - Y,,) or Ycnj + Y,,,- 1, - Y(,, - Y,, ), respec- 
tively, where X,,, < . . . d Xcn, and Y(,) < . . . < Y(,, are, respectively, the 
order statistics corresponding to X and Y. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We write X >A Y (that is, X is more dispersed than Y 
in the sense A j if 
(Here >/ ” denotes stochastic ordering; for exact definition and properties 
see, e.g., Tong [26, Sect. 6.31 and Marshall and Olkin [12, Chap. 171.) 
Note that among all exchangeable random vectors with the same 
marginals, the vector which has all its components equal with probability 
one is the lowest in the ordering >a. The same remark holds also for the 
other orderings given in this section. 
When one is concerned with unordered components of the random vec- 
tors one can write X SB Y if 
It is not hard to show that for exchangeable random vectors X and Y: if 
X > ,., Y then X >B Y. To see this notice that by the exchangeability of 
(X 1 ,.‘., X,), for every cl,..., c, and 1 and for every permutation 
It = (71, )...) n,) we have 
Similarly, 
Thus, if (2.1) holds, then whenever C:=, ci=O, we have (C, denotes sum- 
mation over all permutations of l,..., n) 
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and (2.2) follows. 
Remark. Note that if X>.Y then, for all i#j, 
(Xi - Xj)’ >, ” (Yi - Yj)2, hence E(Xi - Xj)’ > E( Yi - Yi)’ provided the 
expectations exist. Using the fact that Xi = ” Xi =sI Yi = St Yj it follows 
that EY, Yj 2 EX,X,. Thus, if X sB Y then we have the intuitive 
inequalities 
COV(Xf, Xj) d COV( Yi, Yj), i#j, 
Var(X, + ... +X,)<Var(Y,+ ..* + Yk), k = 2,..., n, 
provided the variances exist. Pairs of random vectors which satisfy these 
inequalities will be described in Section 4. 
To motivate the next definition recall that Shaked [ 181 has shown that 
if Y, ,..., Y, are positively dependent in mixture (PDM) (that is, if they are 
conditionally i.i.d.), and if X, ,..., X, are i.i.d. such that Xi =Sf Yi, i= l,..., n, 
then (2.3) given below holds. This suggests the next definition of partial 
orderings via the diversity of distribution functions of order statistics. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let X and Y be two n-dimensional exchangeable ran- 
dom vectors with the same marginals. We write X > C Y if 
(&,,,(a..., FX,“,W) > (&(,,(&.’ FY,,)Oh tER. (2.3) 
Here F, denotes the distribution of U and “ > ” denotes the majorization 
relation (see, e.g., Marshall and Olkin [12, p. 71). 
Marshall and Olkin [12, p. 3501 showed that (2.3) is equivalent to 
(-we,..., 47(X(,,))> m?(Y(,,)Y.., J%(Y,n,)) (2.3’) 
for all monotonic functions g such that the expectations exist. 
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A further insight into the meaning of (2.3) can be obtained by rewriting 
it as the set of inequalities 
1 >E [ i I(-m.tl(Y(i)) 1 3 k = 1, 2 ,..., n; t E R, (2.4) 
i=l 
with equality holding for k = n. That is, for each k, the expected value of 
the number of order statistics which are less that or equal to t among the 
first k ordered X,‘s is at least as large as the corresponding expected value 
based on the order statistics of the Yls. (We thank Dr. R. N. Bhattacharya 
for this observation.) Marshall and Olkin [ 12, p. 3511 noticed that (2.3) 
implies 
min(X, ,..., X,) < St min( Y, ,..., Y,), (2.5) 
max(X, ,..., X,) 2”’ max( Y, ,..., Y,). (2.6) 
Thus the extreme order statistics tend to be more moderate stochastically 
when the underlying random vector is lower in the ordering >C. 
Applications of (2.5) and (2.6) will be described in Section 4. 
When one is concerned only with the expectations of order statistics one 
can write X >D Y if 
(Jq,),...~ E&l,)> w,,,Y..~ qn,). 
This kind of relation between two random vectors is also mentioned in 
Barlow and Proschan [Z], Proschan [15], and Marshall and Olkin [12, 
Sects. 1 l.F, 12.D], where various consequences, and applications of it, are 
discussed. It is easy to show that for exchangeable random vectors X and 
Y,ifX>.YthenX>,Y.AlsoifX>,YthenX>.Y.Toprovethelat- 
ter claim denote a,=EX,,, and bi= EY,,,, i= l,..., n. From (2.1) it follows 
that ai-ai-, ~b,--b~-~, i= l,..., n - 1. Also, C;=, ai = CT= I bi. Now it is 
easily seen that a > b, that is, X > D Y. (We thank Dr. K. Joag-Dev for 
providing us with this simple proof.) Summarizing, we have the following 
implications: 
x>-,Y*X>,Y 
X>.Y*X>.Y. 
The usefulness of these implications will be indicated in Sections 3 and 4. 
For a partial ordering > + (* may be A, B, C or D) the following 
properties may be of interest and can be useful in identifying pairs X and Y 
such that X > * Y or in obtaining new partially ordered pairs: 
(a) If XC”) > Y(“), n = 1 2,..., and if XC”) +“X and Y(“) -+“Y then * 7 
X>.Y. 
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(b) If (XI,..., X,,) >* (YI,..., Y,) then (Xi,,..., X,,) >* (Y,,,..., Y,) for 
every 1 < i, -=c . .. < i, <n. 
(c) If (X ,,..., A’,,) >* (Y, ,..., Y,) then (cX,+d,...,cX,,+d) >* 
(cY, +d ,..., cY,, +d) for every c and d. 
(d) Let S be a random variable independent of X and Y and let h be 
a measurable function. If (h(X,, s) ,..., h(X,, s)) >* (4 Y,, sh..., 4 Y,, ~1) for 
every s in the support of S then (g(X,, S) ,..., h(X,, S)) >* 
(4 Y, 3 S),..., 4 Y,,, S)). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The partial orderings > A, > B, > c satisfv (a), (b ), (c) 
and (d). The partial ordering >D satisfies (b), (c) and (d). 
ProoJ: Most of these results have simple proofs. Only the proof of (b) 
for * = A, C, D is somewhat troublesome to verify, but it can be done by 
conditioning on the relative positions of Xi,,..., X, and Yi, ,,.., Y, in the 
respective realizations of (X1,..., A’,) and (Y,,..., Y,). To illustrate this 
procedure we will prove (b) for * = C. Thus assume X >c Y. It will be 
shown that 
(J-1 2...3 xn - I) >- c ( y, >‘.., yn - I), 
and induction then compietes the proof. 
Throughout this proof we denote the order statistics of X and Y by 
X,1 ).,> d . . . < Xcn,.,? and Yc,).n < . . . d Y(,),, and the order statistics of 
(X I,...~X,,-~) and (Y,,..., Y,-,) by Xo,.+r< ... ~Xt,,-r),~+r and 
Y (l).rz- I . < ... < Y,,,-I,,.-,. From (2.3’) it follows that we have to show 
that 
wdx,,,,-,h..., ~g(x,,-,,,.-,))~(~g(y~,,,-,),...,~g(y,,-,,.-,)) (2.7) 
for every monotonic function g such that the expectations exist. 
First assume that g is nondecreasing. We will assume that, with 
probability one, all the 1;s and the Yfs are different. The following proof 
can be modified when this is not the case, but then the notation becomes 
involved. By exchangeability, for every i= l,..., n, the random variable X, 
(the one which we drop out) is equal to Xcr,,n with probability l/n. Thus, 
for 1 Gkfn- 1, 
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Similarly, 
i &(Y,i,.,-,I= 
n-k-l k 
i= I 
n i:, Eg( ‘(i),n) +X yil &( y(i),n). 
r=l 
Using the fact that 
x >c y * It &(X,i,,) < f: Eg( Y,;,,,) forj=k,k+ 1, 
i= I i=l 
one obtains (2.7) for nondecreasing g. The proof for nonincreasing g is 
similar and thus (2.7) holds for every monotone g. 1 
Remark. It follows from (c) and (d) that if X >* Y and 2 is a random 
variable independent of X and Y, then 
(X, + z )...) x, + Z) > * ( Y ] + z )...) Y, + Z), 
(Zx, ,..., -=,) > * (ZY, ,-.., ZY,), (2.8) 
where * = A, B, C or D. These relations will be used in Examples 4.2 and 
4.4. 
Generalizations of the above partial orderings [see, e.g., (2.1), (2.2) and 
(2.4)] can be defined by requiring 
E&X, ,-.., X,1 b 44 Y, ,..., Y,,) 
for every 4 which belongs to some family of permutation symmetric 
functions. For example, one can consider the family of Schur-convex 
functions or the family of perrmutation symmetric convex functions (see 
Marshall and Olkin [ 12, p. 3121). We will not make an attempt here to 
develop the general theory of such partial orderings. 
For pairs X = (X,, X,) and Y = (Y,, Yz) of bivariate random vectors 
with common marginals Rinott and Pollak [ 161 define the relation 
X <pd Y by requiring 
Eh(X,)h(X,)~Eh(Y,)h(Y,) (2.9) 
to hold for every h for which the expectations exist. The following relation 
compares the ordering >c with the ordering ipd in the bivariate case. 
THEOREM 2.1. If (X, , X,) and ( Y, , Yz) are exchangeable and ij’ 
W,,X2) -Xpd (Y,, Y,), then (X,,X,) >c(Y,, Yz). 
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Proof: For every t E R, by (2.9), 
F,,,,(t) = 1 - P[min(X,, X,) > t] 
= 1 -EZ,t,m,(X,) L,(&) 
2 1 -Ez,,,,,(y,)z~,,,(y*) 
= b,,,(t). (2.10) 
Now, since F,,,,(t) + F,,,,(t) = FY,,,(t) + FYJt) it follows from (2.10) that 
U&(t), &,,,W > U%,,,W3 J’y,,,(t))y which is (2.3). I 
The usefulness of Theorem 2.1 is indicated in Section 3. 
3. THE MODELS 
If one can find pairs of random vectors X and Y which satisfy X >A Y 
and X >-= Y then one can obtain the various inequalities which follow 
from the various partial orderings given in Section 2. In this section we 
describe two fairly general models which yield such pairs. Particular exam- 
ples will be discussed in the next section. 
Model 3.1 (An additive model). The n-dimensional random vectors X 
and Y satisfy 
(X I,“‘, X,,) = s’ (1 - a)““(& ,...) Z,) + a”“(Z )...) Z), (3.1) 
(Y , ,...) Y,) = s’ (1 - b)““(Z1)...) Z,) + b”“(Z )...) Z), (3.2) 
xi =s' Yi, i = l,..., n, (3.3) 
where Z, ,..., Z, are i.i.d. random variables, Z is a random variable which is 
independent of the Z;s, a > 0 and 0 <a < b < 1. 
Roughly speaking, if (X, ,..., X,), (Y, ,..., Y,) are as in Model 3.1, then 
Yls depend on the common variable Z to a greater extent, thus they tend 
to “hang together” more. Note that Condition (3.3) is included here to 
ensure that X and Y have the same marginals. Also note that just (3.1) and 
(3.2) do not necessarily imply (3.3). 
Random vectors X and Y which are obtained from Model 3.1 are par- 
tially ordered as the following theorem shows. Note that to establish 
X >,,, Y here we do not need (3.3); however, (3.3) is required for X >D Y. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Forj= l,..., k, i= l,..., n let { ci,} he real numbers such that 
C:!=, cij = 0 for all j. Let 
7; j= l,..., k. If X, Y satisfy (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3), then 
1 ,..-, Sk) 2 st ( T, ,..., T,). As a consequence (when k = 1) we have X > A Y 
andhenceX>,Y andX>.Y. 
ProoJ Let I$ be a nondecreasing function defined on Rk such that 
Ed(S) and &j(T) exist. From (3.1) and (3.2) it follows that 
(x(Ip..., X,,J =st (1 - a)““(Zc,,,..., Z,,,) + a”“(Z,..., Z), 
(y(Ip..., Y,,,) =sl (1 -wv(,,,..., Z,,,) + b”“(Z )...) Z), 
where Z(,,d .*+ fZ,,, are the order statistics of Z, ,..., Z,. Thus 
and the result follows from the monotonicity of 4 and 0 da < b < 1. i 
Model 3.2 (A mixture model). The n-dimensional random vectors X and 
Y satisfy 
W I ?...V x,1 = St MZ, 3 WY> g(Z,, WI, (3.4) 
(Y I >...v YJ =st MU,, v, w..., g’(U,, v, W)), (3.5) 
where Z, ,..., Z,, are i.i.d. random variables, U ,,..., U, are i.i.d. random 
variables, (V, W) is a random vector independent of the Z;s and the U;s 
(the dimensions of V and W are any integers) and g and S: are some 
measurable functions. Furthermore, for every w  in the support of W 
g(Z,, w) = S( g( ui, v, w), i = l,..., n. (3.6) 
It is not hard to show that X and Y satisfy (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) if, and 
only if, the distribution functions F of X and G of Y are of the form 
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where r] is a probability measure on some set W, ,u(. ) w) is a probability 
measure on some set V for every w  E W” and H(. 1 v, w) is a univariate dis- 
tribution function for every v E V’ and w  E W. 
Notice that both F and G of (3.7) and (3.8) are PDM. The relation 
between them is that for w  E W”, and the inner integral in (3.8) is a PDM 
distribution whereas the integrand of (3.7) is a joint distribution of i.i.d. 
random variables having the same marginals as the inner integral in (3.8). 
Thus, roughly speaking, the distribution of the random vector ( Y, ,..., Y,) is 
obtained through the mixture of a mixture of distributions, and the ran- 
dom variables Y, ,..., Y, are “more positively dependent.” 
THEOREM 3.2. lf X and Y satisfy (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) (or equivalently if 
their distributions admit to representation (3.7) and (3.8), then X > c Y. Con- 
sequently, X > n Y. 
Proof: For integers 1 6 k 6 n the function h,.,(p) = CF=, c,“=, (7) 
p’( 1 -p)“-+j is concave on [0, I] (see Shaked [ 18, p. 5133). From (3.8) one 
can write Fr,,,U) =jI- jg {C&j (y) CMtlv, w)l’Cl - fJ(tlv, w)I*-~> 
d&w) vl(hv). Thus ES=, Fy,,,W = jv‘ j-c h.,(ff(tlv>w)) mu v(h). 
Similarly from (3.7), Cf= I Fx,,,(t)= jlu- hk.JJ+. H(t\v, w) ~(dvlw)) qfdw). It 
then follows from the concavity of hk,, and Jensen’s inequality that 
x1=, F,,,,,(t) <If=, F,,,,(t), k= l,..., n, and that equality holds for k=n. 
This establishes (2.3) as desired. 1 
It is easy to see that if the n-dimensional vectors X(l),..., X”“’ are indepen- 
dent and the n-dimensional vectors Y(I),..., Ycrn) are independent and for 
i= l,..., m and X”’ and Yci’ satisfy (3.4j-(3.6) then for every measurable 
function h, the generalized convolutions 
(h(X\‘) ,..., Xlm’) ,..., h(X;” ,..., X!$)), 
(h( Y;“,..., Yjm)) ,..., h( Y(l’ n ,..., Yf9) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
also satisfy (3.4)-(3.6). Consequently, the partial orderings > c and > D 
can be extended to all such random variables (and distributions). 
liemark. It can be shown, using arguments which are similar to those 
of Dykstra, Hewett, and Thompson [3]. that if X and Y satisfy 
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(3.4k(3.6) [or, equivalently, (3.7~(3.8)] then for every measurable 
function h, 
E fi h(X,)GE fi h(Y;). 
i= I i=l 
Since lower-dimensional marginals of distributions which satisfy (3.7~(3.8) 
also satisfy (3.7)-(3.8), we obtain, in particular, that for every ii # i,, 
jr #j,, X;,, Xi23 yjl, I’,, satisfy (2.9), that is, (X;,, Xii) <pd( Yj,, Yjz). For 
applications of this fact see Rinott and Pollak [16]. 
4. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS 
In certain applied problems one may have some control over the amount 
of dependence among some random variables. In those cases, if one can 
partially order the degree of positive dependence according to > A - > D 
then one can obtain a chain of inequalities in suitable applications. It is the 
purpose of this section to discuss and illustrate some examples and 
applications. 
EXAMPLE 4.1 [Exchangeable stable (including normal) random 
variables]. Let Z, Z, ,..., Z, be i.i.d. stable random variables all with 
characteristic function exp{ - ItI”}, 0 < a 6 2. Then X and Y formed under 
Model 3.1 are exchangeable stable random vectors with characteristic 
functions 
exp { -(* -a) $J ili[.U1 2 iii’}, 
i= I i=l 
exp {-Cl -b) f Itil”-b / i lji’}> 
i= I i= I 
respectively. Also, X and Y admit to the representation (3.4~(3.5) with 
g(z, w) = (1 -a)@ + a”%, j(u, 0, w)=(l -b)i’z 24 + (b-a)“% + d’aw, 
where Z;s, Ui’s, V and W are i.i.d. stable random variables as above. Note 
that (3.6) is satisfied. Thus X > * Y for * = A, B, C, D. 
By taking a = 2 we see that standard exchangeable normal random vec- 
tors X and Y, with correlations a and b, respectively (0 <a < b < l), are 
ordered according to the orderings of Section 2. From the fact 
(Proposition 2.1) that the orderings satisfy (c) it follows that we can com- 
pare also nonstandard exchangeable normal variables. For example, from 
(2.5) and (2.6) it follows that XC,) g”’ Y(,, and XC,,) ast Y,,,. Note that 
those two inequalities also follow from Slepian’s inequality (see, e.g., Tong 
6X311713-7 
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[26, pp. 10, 371); however, our proof is different and it applies also to non- 
normal random vectors described below. 
By taking o! = 1 we see that some pairs of exchangeable Cauchy random 
vectors can be partially ordered. Such multivariate Cauchy distributions 
have been discussed by de Silva [21] and de Silva and Griffith [22], who 
pointed out their use in various statistical applications. 
Application 4.1 (Normal order statistics and genetic selection). Consider 
the animal genetic selection problem in which the best k of n animals (with 
scores X+k+, ,,..., X,,,) are kept for breeding, where X, ,..., X, are the 
observations (phenotypes) of animals which come from the same family. 
Then under the well-known variance-component model used by geneticists 
(see, e.g., Tong WI) Xcnpk+ ,),..., X,,, are the largest order statistics of 
exchangeable normal variables with intra-correlation p > 0. (Here p is 
related to the heritability coefficient and Cf=, X,,- ;+ ,) directly involves 
the selection differential used by geneticists.) Now Theorem 3.1 (or 3.2) 
helps explain how the expected value of Cfl=, X,, _ ;+ ,) depends on p (and 
the heritability coefficient). Also, it helps explain to the geneticists why the 
animals perform “consistently below expectation” when compared with the 
table values of means of order statistics of independent samples (such as 
that in Pearson and Hartley [14]). Note that the same result follows even 
without the assumption of normality, because under the variance com- 
ponent model X, ,..., X, can be expressed as in (3.1)-(3.3). 
EXAMPLE 4.2 (Multivariate t). Let X and Y be exchangeable normal 
variables as in Example 4.1 and let S be independent of X, Y such that vS2 
is chi-square variable with d.f. (degree of freedom) v. Then both 
t, = (l/S) X and t, = (l/S) Y have multivariate t distributions with the 
same marginals (see, e.g., Tong [26, Sect. 3.1 I). By Example 4.1 and 
Property (d) (Proposition 2.1), t, >* ty holds for * = A, B, C and D. 
EXAMPLE 4.3 (Multivariate chi-square). Let X, X(I),..., X(“) be i.i.d. mul- 
tivariate standard normal random vectors and Y, Y(l),..., Ycrn) be i.i.d. mul- 
tivariate standard normal random vectors such that X, Y are as in Exam- 
ple 4.1. Let 
x; = 2 ( yyq2,..., 
( 
f (Y$q’ . 
j= I ,=l > 
Then 1: and x$ are multivariate chi-square variables (see, e.g., Section 3.2 
of Tong [26] and the common marginal distribution is chi-square with 
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d.f. = m. Since xi and xt are of the form given in (3.9) and (3.10) with 
h(x”‘,..., A?) - ) J$!! , (x’,“)~, it follows that xi >.+ x$ for * = C, D. 
EXAMPLE 4.4 (Multivariate stable). Let X and Y be exchangeable ran- 
dom vectors with all marginals being symmetric stable with exponent 
(XE (0, 21, that is, with characteristic functions exp( - Itl”f. Let Z be a 
positive stable random variable with exponent b < 1, that is, with a Laplace 
transform exp{ - tP}. Then Z”“X = (Z”“X, ,..., Z”“X,) and Z”“Y = 
(Z”“Y, )...) Z’/‘Y,) are exchangeable random vectors with marginals which 
are stable with exponent c$ (see, e.g., de Silva [21] or Feller [S, p. 1761). 
It follows that, for * = A, B, C or D, if X > * Y (instances of pairs of stable 
random vectors, which satisfy X > * Y, are given in Example 4.1) then, by 
(2.8) Z”“X > * Z”“Y. By taking c1= 2 and /I = 4 (see the explicit density of 
such a Z in Feller [S, p. 1731) one obtains pairs of multivariate Cauchy 
random vectors which satisfy the orderings of Section 2. Further properties 
of this class of multivariate stable distributions are given in de Silva [21]. 
EXAMPLE 4.5 (Multivariate exponential). Let Z;s, U:s, V and W be i.i.d. 
exponential random variables with a common density e -.‘, x b 0. Let 
O<A<8< 1. By taking 
g(z,w)=min((l-A))‘z,I-‘w), 
g(u,v, w)=min((l-6)-‘24, (0-A)-$ ;l-‘w) 
one obtains from (3.4) and (3.5) two n-dimensional Marshall-Olkin [ 1 l] 
multivariate exponential distributions with all the marginals being 
univariate exponentials with mean one. It is easy to see that (3.6) holds. 
These random vectors satisfy the conditions of Model 3.2, thus Theorem 
3.2 can be applied. 
EXAMPLE 4.6 [ Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern (FGM)]. Shaked [ 173 con- 
sidered distributions of the form 
I n 
F(x, )..., X”) = 
s I-I R’(xi)cl + 41 -&;))I rl(dw), (4.1) -1 j=] 
where q is a probability measure on [ - 1, l] with mean 0 and F is a 
univariate distribution which happens to be equal to all the marginals of F. 
Let X be distributed according to (4.1) and let Y be another FGM random 
vector with distribution 
F(x,,[ 1 + w( 1 - F(xJ] r(dw), (4.2) 
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where r is a probability measure on [ - 1, 1 ] with mean 0. Assume that 7 is 
a dilution of q, that is, assume that for every w  E [ - 1, 1 ] there exists a 
probability measure p(. 1~) on [ - 1, l] such that 
7(A) = j-’ , p(AIw) v(dw) for every measurable A E [ - 1, 11, (4.3) 
s’ up(dulw) = w, WE c-1, l] (4.4) -I 
(see, e.g., Meyer [ 131 and references therein). It turns out that in this case 
F and G satisfy (3.7) and (3.8). To see it let 
H(xlu, w) = F(x)[ 1 + u( 1 -P(x))]. 
Then from (4.2) and (4.3), 
G(x, ,..., fU;I u> w) ,dd4w) v(dw) 
and from (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4), 
Ox ,,.....~,~)=j~,~,~~xj)jl+[j~,~~(d~lw)][l-~~~~)l}~(d~) 
” I 
=sl,y F(x;)[ 1+ ~(1 -%;))I ,44w) v(dw) -I 
that is, (3.7) and (3.8) hold. Thus X >* Y for * = C, D. This example is an 
instance in which it is easier to verify (3.7) and (3.8) than to verify 
(3.4)-( 3.6). 
Application 4.2 (FGM priors). FGM distributions are useful as priors in 
survey sampling (see, e.g., Shaked [ 171). The fact (which follows from the 
above analysis) that, for some choices of r] and 7, we obtain F and G, which 
are partially ordered according to some of the conditions of Section 2, is 
useful. It can help the Bayesian statistician to pick, out of a rich class of 
priors, a desirable prior which is easy to work with. The choice can be 
made by starting with some measure q and then, in stages, either dilating it 
or doing the reverse operation (if possible) until one obtains a prior which 
has given marginals with a desirable amount of dependence. 
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Application 4.3 (The choice of a sampling procedure). Eaves [4] 
describes the following sampling procedure: n items are randomly selected 
from each of k crates whose proportions of good ampoules are 
W, , W,,..., W,. The number, Xi, of good ampoules in the ith sample, given 
W, = w, is binomial (n, w); denote the corresponding distribution by 
F(. Iw). Each of the W’s has the same marginal beta distribution which 
depends on a parameter V, say; denote the corresponding probability 
measure, when V = v, by p( .Iv). Finally, denote by q the probability 
measure of V. Eaves [4] assumes that the crates are randomly encoun- 
tered. This means that given V = v, the random variables WI ,..., W, are 
i.i.d. It follows that, in this case, the joint distribution of X,,..., Xk is of the 
form (3.7). 
A similar procedure, which is cheaper to perform in some instances, is 
the one in which the crates are not chosen at random, but instead, a bunch 
of k crates is picked out at one time. In this case the W:s may satisfy 
W, = . .. = W, and it is easy to verify that, in this case, the joint dis- 
tribution of X , ,..., X, is of the form (3.8) with F( .I w), p( .Iv) and q as above. 
Taking into account the inequalities of Section 2 the researcher can 
decide which procedure to adopt. For example, from (2.6) it follows that if 
one wishes to stochastically maximize (minimize) the distribution of Xc,, 
(the largest number of good ampoules), then one should perform the first 
(second) procedure. Similarly, from (2.5) it follows that if one wants to 
stochastically minimize (maximize) X,, ) then the first (second) procedure 
should be preferred. 
EXAMPLE 4.7 (Multivariate Poisson, binomial and gamma). A univariate 
density (or probability) function (f, 0) is said to satisfy the semigroup 
property if 
f(Y, 01 +w= fb, fJ,)f(Y-x7 WMX), s e,, m-2, (4.5) 
for some measure v on ( - co, 00 ) and 0 E ( - co, co). The Poisson, 
binomial, negative binomial and gamma densities, with the proper 
parametrization and the proper choice of Q, satisfy (4.5). Let .Z;s, Uis, V 
and W be independent random variables, all with the same density which 
satisfies the semigroup property and such that for some (!I0 < 8, < 0 the 
parameters ofZ,,U,, Vand Ware 8-e,, e-8,,8,-&and&, respec- 
tively. Then X =st (Z, + W ,..., Z,,+ W) and Y =St (U, + V+ W ,..., 
U,, + V+ W) are two exchangeable random vectors with the same 
marginals which satisfy (3.4)(3.6). It follows that some pairs of well- 
known multivariate Poisson, binomial, negative binomial and gamma ran- 
dom vectors (Johnson and Kotz [8, Chap. 11; 9, Chap. 401) satisfy 
X >cY and X >,,Y. 
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